LOCUS is a WMS (Warehouse
Management System) application for
PC, handheld computer, tablet,
smartphone or PDA, and provides
real-time processing of logistic
operations in SAP Business One.

Universal Logistics for SAP Business One

What makes LOCUS so special?








It is a web application
Simple and to-the-point
Focus on pure data processing
Interactive and real-time
Multi-company and multi-lingual
Support for bin locations
Lot– and serial number tracking

LOCUS versus “The Competition”










No client installation
Runs on all devices
No SAP license
No add-on
No separate database
Self-Certified via DI-Server
Same core functions
Adjustable and expandable
Cheaper!

Testimony
“With LOCUS we optimized all our
production and logistic processes in
our bin location enabled warehouse.
The application runs on PDA’s and
does exactly what it should do.
Moreover, the choice of LOCUS is a
considerable saving on SAP licenses”.
Robin Baele, CEO UTB

Your logistics and production operators often have no need for
expensive licenses to perform simple actions with respect to the
flow of goods in your warehouse and production areas. In
addition, these operations in SAP Business One are quite complex,
especially when the new location management is enabled in
combination with batch or serial-controlled items.
This simple fact led to the development of LOCUS. By using this
application, your logistics staff become important players and get
fully involved in the ERP operation, thereby increasing efficiency
and productivity tremendously.
Faulty stock values are a thing of the past thanks to real-time
processing on any mobile or fixed device such as PDA,
smartphone, tablet, handheld or simply via the web browser of a
PC. The operations are simple and intuitive and result in correct
figures across the board.
Documents and product labels, if necessary, are automatically
printed on user or location-based printers. The transactions are
adjustable and expandable by mutual consent, and are subject to
user group authorization. In short, all the basic elements are
present to provide your logistics and production operators a tool
that they will gladly use.

Why choose for LOCUS?










Affordable
Universal
Real-time
Superfast
Intuitive
International
Traceability
Choice of Print Engine
Adjustable

Some of the transactions
 Lookup Item Inventory
 Lookup Batch Numbers
 Lookup Serial Numbers
 Lookup Documents
 Purchase Order Receipt
 Return from Customer
 Direct Goods Receipt
 Receipt from Production
 Sales Order Delivery
 Return to Supplier
 Direct Goods Issue
 Issue for Production
 Warehouse Transfer
 Put-away on Location
 Picking from Location
 Location Transfer
 Cross Docking
 Replenishment
 Picklist Delivery
 Label Printing during Receipt
 Document Printing upon Delivery
System Requirements
SAP Business One
 Version 8.8 or higher
 DI-Server license
Web Server
 Windows Server 2008 or higher
 IIS 7 or higher
Database Server
 SQL Server 2008 or higher
 SAP HANA
Client
 HTML5 browser
 Screen resolution min. 480x640

Demonstrations on

Affordable
LOCUS users require no SAP license, resulting in significant savings on
your license and maintenance package. The only requirement is SAP
DI Server (onetime purchase, low cost) and a LOCUS subscription per
user.
Universal
LOCUS is a web application that can be used on any device with any
operating system, only an HTML5 browser is needed. Consequently,
there is no installation required, thereby giving the application its
unique universal character.
Real-time
LOCUS uses on-line buffers in your database when performing
transactions. This enables a balance between real-time processing,
adjustability and document size in SAP. You determine the processing
frequency.
Superfast
LOCUS is a real "thin client". There are no images present, resulting in
high-speed operation even at a low bandwidth.
Intuitive
Since the application is universal, intuitive features of touch screens,
such as tap, swipe and scroll, provide a quick and modern way of
getting around. Devices with integrated barcode scanner complement
this further with fast data input.
International
LOCUS is multi-company, multi-warehouse and multi-language, and
can therefore be used in all countries. The user language can
dynamically be set and stored on the device. Notifications from SAP
are always displayed in the user's language.
Traceability
LOCUS supports warehouses with or without bin locations. As a result,
transactions such as receipt, put-away, picking, cross-docking and
replenishment of inventory become a bliss. Stock levels are always
correct. The interface adjusts itself dynamically when using batch and
serial controlled items, thereby enabling traceability to the bin level.
Choice of Print Engine
LOCUS supports printing of documents and labels using the Crystal
Reports and Core Suite print engines. In bin location enabled
warehouses, printers can be linked to zones, resulting in correct
document output to the nearest printer.
Adjustable
The menu of LOCUS is adjustable based on user group authorization,
and can be extended with custom transactions.
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